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Nivia's Astra is match ball for ISL this season

NEW DELHI: The NIVIA has launched the official match ball for
the Indian Super League 2021-22 season named 'Astra' on
Saturday. Astra is a FIFA Pro category approved ball which is the
highest quality certification that FIFA can grant on the quality of
the ball. The ball has to pass stringent quality parameters in
achieving proper bounce, water absorption, roundness, with the
final trials occurring at FIFA designated laboratory in Switzerland
to get this certification and to be eligible to be used at the
highest level of international matches.

Bopanna-Shapovalov move ahead

CALIFORNIA: The duo of Rohan Bopanna and Denis
Shapovalov moved into the second round of the men's doubles
event at the ongoing Indian Wells Masters here in California on
Friday. The Indo-Canadian pair defeated the team of Hubert
Hurkacz and Felix Auger Aliassime by 6-1, 2-6, 10-4 in the
Californian tournament opener.

Army's Rana to be appointed boxing coach

NEW DELHI: The Boxing Federation of India has decided to
replace men's chief coach C A Kuttappa with Army Sports
Institute's Narender Rana ahead of this month's world
championship, which is also set to mark the end of High
Performance Director Santiago Nieva's tenure.

Sharma moves to 3rd place in Spain

MADRID: Indian golfer Shubhankar Sharma played one of his
best rounds of the season to force his way into contention at
the halfway stage of the Acciona Open de España. Sharma
followed up his first round 67 with a seven-under 64 that
sparkled even more with two eagles, one each on a Par-5 and a
Par-4.

Delhi FC thrash Corbett FC with a fiver

BENGALURU: Delhi FC produced a late surge of goals to oust
Corbett FC 5-1 in a Group B encounter in the I-League Qualifiers
2021. With the pouring rain providing the setting here at the
Bangalore Football Stadium, Delhi FC adapted to the difficult
playing conditions to assert their dominance over the club from
Uttarakhand.

GAMES

Germany escape
to victory
FPJ NEWS SERVICE / Hamburg

Hansi Flick made it four
wins from four in charge of
Germany as substitute
Thomas Muller grabbed the
winner against resilient Romania 2-1, in the 2022 FIFA
World Cup qualifying group
at the Volksparkstadion,
Sylvesterallee here on Friday. Ianis Hagi's fine individual strike put the visitors ahead and they defended gallantly until Serge
Gnabry fired Germany level early in the second period.
Home pressure finally told
when Leon Goretzka flicked
on Joshua Kimmich's corner for the unmarked
Müller to score in the 81st
minute and make it six wins
out of seven for the
Mannschaft in Group J.
Norway stayed ahead of
Turkey in Group G as they
came back to draw 1-1 in Istanbul and remain closest to
section
leaders
Netherlands.
Kerem
Aktürko lu's early goal gave
Stefan Kuntz the perfect
start in his first game as the
home side's new head coach

Thomas Muller comes
off the bench to score
match-winner

but Kristian Thorstvedt's
leveller before the break
means Norway are two
points behind the Dutch –
and, perhaps more crucially,
two ahead of Turkey.
The battle for second behind runaway Group E leaders Belgium remains tight
after a thrilling draw in
Prague. Aaron Ramsey put
Wales ahead on the break
but the hosts equalised inside 90 seconds through
Jakub Pešek. Wales goalkeeper Danny Ward's error
from a backpass ended in a
bizarre own goal but Daniel
James steered in superbly
to leave both sides on eight
points.
Davy Klaassen scored for
the third time in four internationals as the Netherlands earned an important
victory away to Latvia.
Russia and Croatia took giant steps towards finishing
in the top two in Group H after wins against Slovakia
and Cyprus. The leading
pair are six points clear of
third-placed Slovenia, for
whom Josip Ilicic scored
twice in a handsome success in Malta.

Ends US Open champion's 10-match winning streak; Kvitova, Fernandez advance
FPJ NEWS SERVICE
Indian Wells

(From (R) Team Intermarche Wanty's Jan Bakelants of
Belgium, Team Cofidis' Thomas Champion of France, Team
Lotto Soudal's Tim Wellens of Belgium, Team Bardiani's
Andrea Garosio of Italy climb towards Roncola in the 115th
edition of the Giro di Lombardia (Tour of Lombardy)

Lahiri shoots 70, makes cut

LAS VEGAS: Indian golfer Anirban Lahiri shot one-under 70 in
the second round to make the cut comfortably at the Shriners
Children's Open here. The Indian ace is now seven-under and T30, a fall from being T-10 after the first round. Lahiri found as
many as 14 greens in regulation but did not get a closer look at
birdie putts and let go off some chances between 10-15 feet.
He had just two birdies and one bogey. Lahiri's chip on Par-3
fifth went 21 yards to the green from where he rolled a twoputt for bogey. He birdied the 420-yard par-4 10th hole and the
341-yard par-4 15th.

SGPC, SAI-Academy in last eight

BHOPAL: SAI Academy, SGPC Hockey Academy, Vadipatti Raja
Hockey Academy and Madhya Pradesh Hockey Academy earned
victories in their respective matches on day six of the 1st Hockey
India Sub Junior Men Academy National Championship 2021
here in Bhopal on Saturday. SAI-Academy sealed the top spot in
Pool E and a place in the Quarter Final with a comfortable 2-0
win against Markandeshwar Hockey Academy .

Emma Raducanu walk off court
after her defeat in the 2nd round
Sasnovich

FPJ NEWS SERVICE
Mumbai

Raducanu

76.2% 2nd serve 57.1%
11
Break points
5
17
Winners
15
19 Unforced errors 31

over Petra Kvitova at 2018
Wimbledon, Elina Svitolina
at 2018 Brisbane, and Karolina Pliskova at 2016 Tokyo.
"I saw a few matches of her
when she played US Open
and Wimbledon as well," Sasnovich said. "She's really a
talented girl. She has a strong
forehand, backhand. She
tries to be always aggressive."
"It was a really good match

for me. I play really well. I
know she just won US Open.
I lost there in the first round.
So a little bit different. But I
tried to go on court, I tried to
enjoy. I did everything right
and I'm happy with the result, of course."
Both players tallied 8 winners apiece in the first set,
but Sasnovich was far cleaner, hitting just 4 unforced errors compared to Raducanu's
12. She was also the more opportunistic, converting both
her break point chances
while never giving the Brit a
look to break her serve once.
But the turning point was
the battling back from a
break down to lead 4-2 in the
second set, Raducanu played
a poor game to fall behind a
quick 0-40. She did well to
find two big first serves to
close the gap to 30-40, but netted a regulation backhand to
hand back her hard-earned
break advantage.
Sasnovich seized the moment and wrenched back the
momentum from there,
breaking Raducanu for a
fifth time to 5-4 and then serving out the match for a
straight-set win after 1 hour
and 25 minutes.

Mumbai Police Cricket Club
made winning start recording a thumping six-wicket
win over Regal Cricket Club
(RCC) in a first round league
match of the MCA organsied
Padmakar Talim Shield
(T20) Cricket Tournament
2020-2021 at the Cricket Club
of India ground on Saturday.
Regal CC could only manage 65 before they were all out
in 15.5 overs. Rushikesh Jadhav was the top-scorer with
13 runs, while Mumbai Police
medium pacer Nadeem
Shaikh was in the pick of action with five wickets.
Things did not look good
for the Mumbai Police as
they lost wickets, but managed to canter home with six
wickets. It was Anup Fulper
(21 runs of 17 balls) along
with the openers Shrideep
Mangela (16) and Sunil Patil
(14) ensured Mumbai Police
coast to victory.
This is the 75th edition of
the championship which is
being played at 14 different
venues across the city. Organised by the Mumbai Cricket

Shooters top table

Germany's Serge Gnabry celebrates after scoring

Sasnovich knocks off Raducanu
Ranked 100 in the world, Aliaksandra Sasnovich brought
an end to Emma Raducanu's
10-match winning streak,
with a 6-2, 6-4, in the second
round of the BNP Paribas
Open.
Sasnovich will face 2015
champion Simona Halep for
a spot in the Round of 16 on
Sunday.
Coming into the secondround duel, Raducanu was
riding a 10-match winning
streak from her historic title
run at the US Open, where she
reeled off 20 consecutive sets
through qualifying and the
main draw to become the first
British woman to win a major
since Virginia Wade in 1977.
In contrast, Sasnovich, who
reached a career-high No.30
in 2018, had just one Top 50
victory in a completed match
this season.
Yet despite her sub-par 2021
season, the Belarusian has a
proven track record of being
a seed-slaying danger in the
early rounds of big events.
The 27-year-old had already
notched 15 top 20 wins in her
career, including victories

Mumbai Police
coast to 6-wkt
win over RCC
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PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
Lima

Indian
shooters
Anish
Bhanwala, Adarsh SIngh
and Vijayveer Sidhu combined to win the gold medal
in the men's 25m rapid fire
pistol team event as the
country ended the ISSF Junior World Championship on
top of the standings here.
The Indian trio shot a total
of 10 to finish ahead of their
German counterparts Fabian Otto, Felix Luca Hollfoth
and Tobias Gsoell (2) in the
gold medal contest on Friday.
India's Manvi Soni (105)
bagged the junior double
trap gold medal ahead of
compatriot Yeshaya Hafiz
Contractor (90). The bronze
was won by Hitasha (76) in
an event that only featured
Indians.
Vinay Pratap Singh Chandrawat claimed the gold
medal men's double trap
event with a score of 120,
while the silver went to Sehajpreet Singh (114) and the
bronze to Mayank Shokeen
(/111).
Earlier on Friday, Ayushi
Podder and Aishwary Pratap Singh Tomar won the sil-

ver in the 50m rifle 3 positions mixed team event to
continue India's dominance
in the tournament.
Ayushi and Aishwary shot
17 in the gold medal match to
finish second to the 31 shot
by the German pair of Max
Braun and Anna Janssen.
The Indian duo had topped
the qualification round with
a world record-equalling
score of 590, with the eventual gold medallists finishing in second spot.
The other Indian team of
Nischal and Sartaj Singh Tiwana finished eighth in the
qualification round with a
score of 574.
This was after the Indian
pair of Rhythm Sangwan
and
Vijayveer
Sidhu
clinched the 25m rapid fire
pistol mixed team gold
medal.
Sangwan and Sidhu defeated Thailand's Kanyakorn
Hirunphoem and Schwakon
Triniphakorn 9-1 to fetch India's 10th gold of the ongoing event.
Table-toppers India ended
the tournament with 30
medals including 13 gold, 11
silver and six bronze. USA
finished second with 6 gold,
8 silver and 6 bronze.

Association, the championship is also a selection trials for the Mumbai team for
Syed Mushtaq Ali tournament was declared open at
the hands of Lalchand Rajput at the MIG ground. Also
present was, Salil Ankola
MCA chief selector.

Brief scores
Regal CC 65 all out, 15.5 overs
(N Shaikh 5-15) lost to Mumbai
Police CC 67-4 in 8 overs (Anup
Fulper 21; Rugved More 2-24) by
six wickets

The MCA members along with
Lalchand Rajput (3rd from
right and Salik Ankola at the
MIG wicket on Saturday

India face Nepal
PTI / Male

A beleaguered Indian football team faces Nepal in a
must-win match in the
SAFF Championship here
on Sunday.
Seven-time winners India
are yet to log full points
from a game in this edition
of the tournament, having
drawn both their matches
against Bangladesh and Sri
Lanka.
Both the remaining matches are must-win ones for India if they are to make the
final.
"Nothing
much
has
changed," head coach Igor
Stimac said in the official
pre-match press conference.
"We are here, and we are
still alive in the championship. We are still here to
win the tournament," he
added.
Interestingly,
the
two
teams had played two backto-back
international
friendlies in Kathmandu in
the first week of September
where India had won the
second match 2-1, after having drawn the first.
Nepal are leading the
points table at the moment
with six points having won
both their matches against
Maldives and Sri Lanka.

